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Introduction
Qualifications Pack – Hydroponics Technician
SECTOR: AGRICULTURE
INFORMATION AND
TECHNOLOGYSECTOR:
ALLIED INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY ENABLED SERVICES
(IT-ITES)ces

Helpdesk Attendant

SUB-SECTOR: Agriculture crop production

OCCUPATION: Landscaping, gardening and urban farming
REFERENCE ID: AGR/Q0808
ALIGNED TO: NCO-2015/NIL
A Hydroponics Technician is responsible for proper functioning of a hydroponics
system for cultivation of both food and fodder crops/plants.
Brief Job Description: A Hydroponics Technician is responsible for ensuring
proper functioning of the hydroponics system by meeting important
requirements and environmental conditions required for cultivation of both
food and fodder crops/plants.
Personal Attributes: A Hydroponics Technician must have the ability to work
independently. He/She must have basic understanding and acumen of crop
cultivation in a hydroponic system. He/she must also be result oriented and
responsible for his own work and learning
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Job Details

Qualifications Pack Code
Job Role
Credits (NSQF)
Sector

AGR/Q0808
TBD
Agriculture and Allied
Agriculture Crop
Production
Landscaping, gardening
and urban farming

Sub-sector
Occupation

Hydroponics Technician
Version number
1.0
Drafted on
16/06/16
Last reviewed on

30/11/18

Next review date

30/11/21

NSQC clearance on

N/A

Hydroponics Technician
Job Role
Role Description

(Also known as Hydroponics Farmer)
A Hydroponics Technician is responsible for proper functioninig
of a Hydroponics system for both food and fodder crops/plants

NSQF level
Minimum Educational Qualifications
Maximum Educational Qualifications

4
Class 10, preferably
Not applicable

Training
(Suggested but not mandatory)

N/A

Minimum Job Entry Age

18 years

Experience

Preferably 0-1 years of experience in a related field

Applicable National Occupational
Standards (NOS)

Performance Criteria

Compulsory:
1. AGR/N0822 Carry out hydroponic growth of plants and
related operations
2. AGR/N0823 Carry out harvesting , grading, storage and
marketing activities in a hydroponics system
3. AGR/N0824 Manage requirements of a hydroponics
system
4. AGR/N9908: Undertake basic entrepreneurial activities for
small enterprise
5. AGR/N0825 Ensure safety and hygiene in the hydroponics
system
Optional:
N.A.
As described in the relevant OS units
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Definitions

Keywords /Terms
Sector

Sub-sector
Occupation
Function
Job Role

OS
Performance
Criteria
NOS
Qualifications Pack
Code
Qualifications Pack
Unit Code
Unit Title
Description
Knowledgeand
Understanding
Organizational
Context
Technical
Knowledge
Core Skills or
Generic Skills

Description
Sector is a conglomeration of different business operations having similar
businesses and interests. It may also be defined as a distinct subset of the
economy whose components share similar characteristics and interests.
Sub-sector is derived from a further breakdown based on the characteristics
and interests of its components.
Occupation is a set of job roles, which perform similar/related set of
functions in an aquaculture industry.
Function is an activity necessary for achieving the key purpose of the sector,
occupation, or area of work, which can be carried out by a person or a group
of persons. Functions are identified through analysis and form the basis of OS.
Job role defines a unique set of functions that together form a unique
employment opportunity in an organization.
OS specify the standards of performance an individual must achieve when
carrying out a function in the workplace, together with the knowledge and
understanding they need to meet that standard consistently. Occupational
Standards are applicable both in the Indian and global contexts.
Performance Criteria are statements that together specify the standard of
performance required when carrying out a task.
NOS are Occupational Standards which apply uniquely in the Indian context.
Qualifications Pack Code is a unique reference code that identifies a
qualifications pack.
Qualifications Pack comprises the set of OS, together with the educational,
training and other criteria required to perform a job role. A Qualifications
Pack is assigned a unique qualification pack code.
Unit Code is a unique identifier for an Occupational Standard , which is
denoted by an ‘N’
Unit Title gives a clear overall statement about what the incumbent should be
able to do.
Description gives a short summary of the unit content. This would be helpful
to anyone searching on a database to verify that this is the appropriate OS
they are looking for.
Knowledge and Understanding are statements which together specify the
technical, generic, professional and organizational specific knowledge that an
individual needs in order to perform to the required standard.
Organizational Context includes the way the organization is structured and
how it operates, including the extent of operative knowledge managers have
of their relevant areas of responsibility.
Technical Knowledge is the specific knowledge needed to accomplish specific
designated responsibilities.
Core Skills or Generic Skills are a group of skills that are key to learning and
working in today's world. These skills are typically needed in any work
environment. In the context of the OS, these include communication related
skills that are applicable to most job roles.
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Acronyms

Qualifications Pack for Hydroponics Techician
Keywords /Terms
OJT

Description
On JobTraining

OS

OccupationStandard

NOS

National OccupationStandard

NSQF

NationalSkillsQualificationFramework

AGR

Agriculture

HYD

Hydroponics
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AGR/N0822

Carry out hydroponic growth of plants and related operations

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ----------

National Occupational
Standard

Overview
This OS unit is about identifying plants suitable for hydroponics and ensuring their proper
growth
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National Occupational Standard

AGR/N0822

Carry out hydroponic growth of plants and related operations

Unit Code

AGR/N0822

Unit Title
(Task)

Carry out hydroponic growth of plants and related opertions

Description

This OS unit about identifying plants sutiable for hydroponics and ensuring their
proper growth

Scope

This unit/task covers the following:
 Identify the crops and their suitability to hydroponic system
 Identify substrates for the growth of plants
 Choose appropriate nursery medium for growth of plants
 Carry out training and pruning of plants
 Apply fertilizers and water to plants

Performance Criteria(PC) w.r.t. the Scope
Element
Identify the crops and
their suitability to
hydropnic system

Identify substrates for
growth of plants

Performance Criteria
To be competent, the individual must be able to:
PC1. identify crops/plants suitbale for hydroponics:
 leafy vegetables such as, lettuce, spinach, fenugreek, coriander
 fodder crops such as sorghum, maize, barley, oat, alfa-alfa, beseem,
sesbania
 agronomical crop such as rice, maize, wheat, paddy, sugarcane
 agro-forestry crop such as eucalyptus, Bamboo
 medicinal and aromatic crops such as aloe vera, lemon grass,
kaunch, tulsi
 sprouts such as green gram, black gram, beans, radish, turnip,
sunflower
PC2. choose the crop to be grown based on priority and market situation
To be competent, the individual must be able to:
PC3. choose the appropriate hydroponic technique for growth based on
the following parameters:
 space and other resources available
 expected productivity
 availability of suitable growing medium
 expected quality of produce such as colour, appearance, etc
PC4. identify different kinds of substrates to be used for cultivation of
vegetables and fruits, such as:
 lava rocks
 clay pebbles
 coco peat
 peat moss
PC5. choose substrate that does not contain too much salt or other
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PC6.

PC7.
PC8.
PC9.
PC10.
PC11.
PC12.
PC13.
PC14.
PC15.

Choose
appropriate
nursery
medium for
growth of
plants

elements that are harmful to plants
choose an appropriate nutrient circulation method such as:
 nutrient film technique
 deep flow technique ( pipe system)
make holes in PVC pipes, in case of deep flow technique
attach plants placed in plastic net pots to holes made in PVC pipes
ensure the nutrient solution flows adequately through the pipes
apply nutrient film technique especially in the case of smaller quick
growing plants with green leaves such as lettuce
place plants in growing tubes and suspend them over water
maintain a container (reservoir) to hold the nutrient solution
required
pump the nutrient solution to the tubes of the growing plants
ensure that the roots of the plants get adequate nutrient solution for
growth
use non circulating methods of nutrient application in cases where
applicable, such as:

root dipping technique

floating technique

capillary action technique

To be competent, the individual must be able to:
PC16. choose appropriate nursery growing medium for seed germination
PC17. choose a medium with the following characteristics:

moderately fertile

sufficient water holding capacity

good aeration capacity

free from pests and disease causing organisms
PC18. use the following materials to raise seedlings:

coco peat

rice husk

sand

peat
PC19. avoid using any medium to grow agronomical crops such as wheat, paddy,
maize, barley,oat for 7 days for nursery and fodder purpose
PC20. sterilize the growing medium before usage
PC21. select nursery containers for growth of plants such as clay pots, plastic pots
PC22. use trays wherever required
PC23. carry out cleaning of the pots and trays before sowing seeds
PC24. carry out adequate application of nutrient solution to the trays and pots
with seeds
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Carry out
training and
pruning of
plants

To be competent, the individual must be able to:
PC25. provide artificial supporting structures and train plants along those
structures
PC26. provide proper support especially in the case of tall growing
intermediate crop varieties ( tomatoes, cucumber), or crops bearing
relatively heavy fruits ( bell pepper, egg plant)
PC27. tie polythene strings at the base of each plant

Apply
fertilizers and
water to
plants

To be competent, the individual must be able to:
PC28. carry out irrigation of plants either manually or using drip irrigation
system
PC29. use fertigation techniques where suitable
PC30. mix fertilizers required for a particular crop with daily water
requirement and apply manually or by using a fertigation
system/nutrient tank
PC31. decide the amount of fertilizer to be used based on the type of crop to
be grown, growth stage and the type of hydroponics technique to be
used

Knowledge and Understanding (K)
The individual on the job needs to know and understand:
A. Organizational
KA1. organization procedures used for cultivation of crops using hydroponics
Context
(Knowledge of the
KA2. job requiremets
company /
KA3. business code of conduct to be followed
organization and
its processes)
B. Technical
Knowledge

Theindividualonthejobneeds toknowandunderstand:
KB1.
different types of hydroponics systems
KB2.
seed/grain testing for germination rate
KB3.
seed treatment process
KB4.
process of hydroponic cultivation
KB5.
v a r i o u s substrates and NFT applications
KB6.
operations of the greenhouse
KB7.
nutrient solutions and its various composition application
KB8.
harvesting schedules /transplanting
KB9.
climatic conditions and its impact

Skills (S)
A. Core Skills/
Generic Skills

WritingSkills
Theindividualonthejobneedstoknowand understand howto:
mention data required for record keeping purpose and maintain process
SA1.
identification sheet and produce on the report daily
SA2.
reportproblems to appropriate personnel in a timelymanner through
emails
ReadingSkills
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Theuser/individualonthejobneeds toknowandunderstandhowto:
SA3.
read instruction manual for hydropnic growing protocols and operations
Oral Communication (Listeningand Speaking skills)

B. Professional Skills

Theuser/individualonthe jobneeds to knowandunderstandhowto:
SA4. communicate clearlyand effectively with others like farmers, concerned
officer/stakeholders
SA5. comprehend information shared by agronomists/senior people and experts
Decision Making
The user/individual on the job needs to know and understand how to:
SB1. handle issues pertaining to hydroponic cultivation and equipments and
decide corrective actions to be undertaken
Plan and Organize
The user/individual on the job needs to know and understand how to:
SB2. plan and prioritize the work based on the instructions received
SB3. plan to utilise time and equipments effectively
Customer Centricity
The user/individual on the job needs to know and understand how to:
SB4. understand customer requirements and their priority and respond as per
their needs
Problem Solving
The user/individual on the job needs to know and understand how to:
SB5. ensure proper fault finding and solution generation in consultation with key
stakeholders such as farmers, nursery workers, etc
Analytical Thinking
The user/individual on the job needs to know and understand how to:
SB6. apply domain information about maintenance processes and technical
knowledge about tools and equipment
Critical Thinking
The user/individual on the job needs to know and understand how to:
SB7. use common sense and make judgments on day to day basis
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NOS Version Control
NOS Code
Credits (NSQF)
Industry
Industry Sub-sector
Occupation

AGR/N0822
TBD
Agriculture and Allied
Agriculture Crop
Production
Landscaping, gardening
and urban farming

Version number
Drafted on

1.0
16/06/16

Last reviewed on

30/11/18

Next review date

30/11/21

Back to Top
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AGR/N0823

Carry out harvesting, grading, storage and marketing activities in a
hydroponics system

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ----------

National Occupational
Standard

Overview
This OS unit is about carrying out harvesting, grading, storage and marketing activities of
plants/crops grown in the hydroponic system.
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Carry out harvesting, grading, storage and marketing activities in a
hydroponics system

National Occupational Standard

Unit Code
Unit Title
(Task)
Description

Scope

AGR/N0823
Carry out harvesting, grading, storage and marketing activities in a hydroponics
system
This OS unit is about carrying out harvesting, grading, storage and marketing activities
of plants/crops grown in the hydroponic system
This unit/task covers the following:
 Carry out harvesting and grading activities
 Ensure proper storage and marketing activities

Performance Criteria(PC) w.r.t. the Scope
Element
Carry out harvesting
and grading activities

Performance Criteria
To be competent, the user/individual on the job must be able to:
PC1. identify the correct maturity age of the plants and crops for harvesting
PC2. maintain reports on harvesting schedule and period of crops/plants to
adhere to prescribed guidelines
PC3. ensure minimum damage to crops/plants during harvesting
PC4. discard any damaged or disfigured plants
PC5. carry out grading and classify into categories:
 small
 medium
 large

Ensure proper
storage and
marketing activities

To be competent, the user/individual on the job must be able to:
PC6. store the seeds, plants/crops in cool dry locations
PC7. ensure proper aeration during storage
PC8. pack produce in small packets for selling purposes
PC9. ensure proper labelling of the packets
PC10. ensure proper aeration during transportation of plants
PC11. coordinate effectively with the transportation vendor

Knowledge and Understanding (K)
The individual on the job needs to know and understand:
A. Organizational
KA1.
organization procedures used for harvesting, storage and marketing
Context
KA2.
job requiremnts
(Knowledge about
KA3.
code of business conduct
the company /
organization and
its processes)
B. Technical
Knowledge

The individual on the job needs to know and understand:
KB1.
harvesting schedules
KB2.
storage procedures
KB3.
aeration techniques and processes
KB4.
labelling and packaging techniques
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Skills (S)
A. Core Skills/
Generic Skills

WritingSkills
Theindividualonthejobneedstoknowand understand howto:
mention data required for record keeping purpose and maintain process
SA1.
identification sheet and produce on the report daily
SA2.
reportproblems to appropriate personnel in a timelymanner through emails
ReadingSkills
Theuser/individualonthejobneeds toknowandunderstandhowto:
SA3.
read instruction manual for hydropnic growing protocols and operations
Oral Communication (Listeningand Speaking skills)

B. Professional Skills

Theuser/individualonthe jobneeds to knowandunderstandhowto:
SA4. communicate clearlyand effectively with others like farmers, concerned
officer/stakeholders
SA5. comprehend information shared by agronomists/senior people and experts
Decision Making
The user/individual on the job needs to know and understand how to:
SB1. handle issues pertaining to hydroponic cultivation and equipments and decide
corrective actions to be undertaken
Plan and Organize
The user/individual on the job needs to know and understand how to:
SB2. plan and prioritize the work based on the instructions received
SB3. plan to utilise time and equipments effectively
Customer Centricity
The user/individual on the job needs to know and understand how to:
SB4. understand customer requirements and their priority and respond as per
their needs
Problem Solving
The user/individual on the job needs to know and understand how to:
SB5. ensure proper fault finding and solution generation in consultation with key
stakeholders such as farmers, nursery workers, etc
Analytical Thinking
The user/individual on the job needs to know and understand how to:
SB6. apply domain information about maintenance processes and technical
knowledge about tools and equipment
Critical Thinking
The user/individual on the job needs to know and understand how to:
SB7. use common sense and make judgments on day to day basis
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NOS Version Control
NOS Code
Credits (NSQF)
Industry
Industry Sub-sector
Occupation

AGR/N0823
TBD
Agriculture and Allied
Agriculture Crop
Production
Landscaping, gardening
and urban farming

Version number
Drafted on

1.0
16/06/16

Last reviewed on

30/11/18

Next review date

30/11/21

Back to Top
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AGR/N0824

Manage requirements of a hydroponics system

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ----------

National Occupational
Standard

Overview
This OS unit is about managing the requirements of a hydroponic system.
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AGR/N0824

Manage requirements of a hydroponics system

Unit Code

AGR/N0824

Unit Title
(Task)

Manage requirements of a hydroponics system

Description

This OS unit is about managing the requirements of a hydroponics system hygiene in
the hydroponics system

Scope

This unit/task covers the following:
 Manitain suitable conditions for optimum growth in a hydroponics system

Performance Criteria(PC) w.r.t. the Scope
Element
Maintain suitable
conditions for
optimum growth in a
hydroponics system

Performance Criteria
To be competent, the user/individual on the job must-:
PC1. maintain the PH of the nutrient solution in the prescribed range ( 5.8 to
6.5)
PC2. maintain adequate nutrient solution temperature, and counter any
increase in temperature
PC3. ensure that there is ample oxygen dissolved in the nutrient solution
PC4. maintain adequate air space between between nutrient solution and
roots of plants
PC5. ensure adequate light, is available for the plants being grown in the
system
PC6. use pest and disease free seedlings, planting materials for
establishment of hydroponic crops
PC7. clean the system regularly using solution of chlorine, and flush the
system with clean water before replanting
PC8. ensure proper support is available to plants and crops during growth
PC9. keep the environment of hydroponic plants clean
PC10. carry out artificial pollination by means of blowers and mechanical
vibrators so as to improve air quality within the protected structures

Knowledge and Understanding (K)
The individual on the job needs to know and understand:
A. Organizational
KA1. organization methods used for pest management
Context
KA2. organization procedures used for cleaning of hydroponics system
(Knowledge of
KA3. job requirements
the company /
KA4. code of business conduct
organization and
its processes)

B. Technical
Knowledge

The individual on the job needs to know and understand:
KB1. important electrical/electronic/environmental parameters for a hydroponic
system
KB2. seed/germination rate for hydroponics
KB3. nutrient solutions and its various composition application
KB4. air/wind/humidity/water quality parameters
KB5. appropriate PH levels required for a hydroponics system
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KB6.
KB7.

requirements of sunlight and other environmental parameters
process for production of contamination free crop

Skills (S)
A. Core Skills/
Generic Skills

WritingSkills
Theindividualonthejobneedstoknowand understand howto:
mention data required for record keeping purpose and maintain process
SA1.
identification sheet and produce on the report daily
SA2.
reportproblems to appropriate personnel in a timelymanner through emails
ReadingSkills
Theuser/individualonthejobneeds toknowandunderstandhowto:
SA3.
read instruction manual for hydropnic growing protocols and operations
Oral Communication (Listeningand Speaking skills)

B. Professional Skills

Theuser/individualonthe jobneeds to knowandunderstandhowto:
SA4. communicate clearlyand effectively with others like farmers, concerned
officer/stakeholders
SA5. comprehend information shared by agronomists/senior people and experts
Decision Making
The user/individual on the job needs to know and understand how to:
SB1. handle issues pertaining to hydroponic cultivation and equipments and decide
corrective actions to be undertaken
Plan and Organize
The user/individual on the job needs to know and understand how to:
SB2. plan and prioritize the work based on the instructions received
SB3. plan to utilise time and equipments effectively
Customer Centricity
The user/individual on the job needs to know and understand how to:
SB4. understand customer requirements and their priority and respond as per
their needs
Problem Solving
The user/individual on the job needs to know and understand how to:
SB5. ensure proper fault finding and solution generation in consultation with key
stakeholders such as farmers, nursery workers, etc
Analytical Thinking
The user/individual on the job needs to know and understand how to:
SB6. apply domain information about maintenance processes and technical
knowledge about tools and equipment
Critical Thinking
The user/individual on the job needs to know and understand how to:
SB7. use common sense and make judgments on day to day basis
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NOS Version Control
NOS Code
Credits (NSQF)
Industry
Industry Sub-sector
Occupation

AGR/N0824
TBD
Agriculture and Allied
Agriculture Crop
Production
Landscaping, gardening
and urban farming

Version number
Drafted on

1.0
16/06/16

Last reviewed on

30/11/18

Next review date

30/11/21

Back to Top
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AGR/N9908

Undertake basic entrepreneurial activities for small enterprise

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ----------

National Occupational
Standard

Overview
This OS unit is about trading skills and knowledge recommended for small entrepreneur to
market and sell produces.
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National Occupational Standard

AGR/N9908

Undertake basic entrepreneurial activities for small enterprise

Unit Code

AGR/N9908

Unit Title
(Task)

Undertake basic entrepreneurial activites for small enterprise

Description

This OS unit is about trading skills and knowledge recommended for small
entrepreneur to market and sell producesne in the hydroponics system

Scope

This unit/task covers the following:
 Undertake basic small entrepreneurial activities

Performance Criteria(PC) w.r.t. the Scope
Element
Undertake basic
small entrepreneurial
activities

Performance Criteria
To be competent, the user/individual on the job must-:
PC1. seek information regarding demand and supply of produce in the
market
PC2. identify target customers and assess their needs such as amount
required, purpose, quality, expectations, etc.
PC3. perform basic accounting such calculating expenditure incurred, costing
and pricing of produce
PC4. ensure that the cost of production, transportation and marketing are
included in costing and pricing
PC5. collect information related to various subsidies/funds offered by the
government, authorized state units and other financial institutions
involved with the promotion of the produce
PC6. comply with relevant regulations in marketing of the produce
PC7. track information related to wholesale and retail price of the produce
PC8. record daily sell and purchase of items in designated log books, register,
etc.
PC9. record quantity, quality, date of manufacture and batch number of
every produce accurately
PC10. identify appropriate marketing channels related to the produce
considering requirements and constraints

Knowledge and Understanding (K)
The individual on the job needs to know and understand:
A. Organizational
KA1. relevant legislation, standards, policies, and procedures related to the
Context
produce
(Knowledge of
KA2.
relevant health and safety requirements applicable in the enterprise
the company /
KA3. own job role and responsibilities and sources for information pertaining to
organization and
marketing of produce
its processes)
KA4. who to approach for support in order to obtain market related information
and clarifications
KA5. importance of following health, hygiene, safety and quality standards and
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KA6.
KA7.
KA8.
B. Technical
Knowledge

the impact of not following the standards on consumers and the business
relevant people and their responsibilities within the market
escalation matrix and procedures for reporting regulatory issues
documentation and related procedures applicable in the context of work

The individual on the job needs to know and understand:
KB1. basic accounting such calculating expenditure incurred, total cost of
production
KB2. how to determine market value of the produce
KB3. relevant regulations related to marketing and sale of the produce
KB4. various trading channels of produce and their margin of profit
KB5. various subsidies/funds offered by the Government, authorized state units
and other financial institutions involved with the promotion and sale of
produce
KB6. strategies for choosing and exploiting marketing channels related to the
produce such as retailers, farms, vendors, whole-sellers (mandi), related
companies, marketing associations, cold storage owners, exporters, etc.

Skills (S)
A. Core Skills/
Generic Skills

WritingSkills
The user/individual on the job needs to know and understand howto:
SA1.
record marketing activities, schedules, etc. in logs, registers, etc. in English
or local language
SA2.
fill details of expenditure incurred, stock status of material, monthly sales
and distribution, etc. in English or local language
ReadingSkills
Theuser/individualonthejobneeds toknowandunderstandhowto:
SA3.
read basic instructions and information in English or local language related
to entrepreneurial activities
Oral Communication (Listeningand Speaking skills)
Theuser/individualonthe jobneeds to knowandunderstandhowto:
SA4. communicate effectively with co-workers, subordinates, customers,
exporters, etc.
SA5. seek clarification and understanding where instructions are not clear in any
language understood locally
SA6. follow instructions from responsible authority completely in order to avoid
miscommunication or conflicts at work

B. Professional Skills

Decision Making
The user/individual on the job needs to know and understand how to:
SB1. seek clarification from responsible authority when faced with difficult
decisions
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Plan and Organize
The user/individual on the job needs to know and understand how to:
SB2.
all activities necessary for the marketing and selling of the produces are
completed in time and as per standard quality procedures
Customer Centricity
The user/individual on the job needs to know and understand how to:
SB3. use customer demand as a key factor for production targets
SB4. assess and meet customer satisfaction objectives to guide quality
considerations at work
SB5. present oneself and deal with customers in a professional and courteous
manner
SB6. ensure customer receives a fair deal in business transactions with the
organisation
Problem Solving
The user/individual on the job needs to know and understand how to:
NA
Analytical Thinking
The user/individual on the job needs to know and understand how to:
NA
Critical Thinking
The user/individual on the job needs to know and understand how to:
NA
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NOS Version Control
NOS Code
Credits (NSQF)
Industry
Industry Sub-sector
Occupation

AGR/N09908
TBD
Agriculture and Allied
Agriculture Crop
Production
Landscaping, gardening
and urban farming

Version number
Drafted on

1.0
16/06/16

Last reviewed on

30/11/18

Next review date

30/11/21

Back to Top
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AGR/N0825

Ensure safety and hygiene in the hydroponics system

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

National Occupational
Standard

Overview
This OS unit is about ensuring safety and hygiene is maintained in a hydroponics system
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National Occupational Standard

AGR/N0825

Ensure safety and hygiene in the hydroponics system

Unit Code

AGR/N0825

Unit Title
(Task)

Ensure safety and hygiene in the hydroponics system

Description

This OS unit is about ensuring safety and hygiene is maintained in the hydroponics
system

Scope

This unit/task covers the following:
 Ensure safety, hygiene of the internal as well as the external structures
 Ensure safety of personnel

Performance Criteria(PC) w.r.t. the Scope
Element
Ensure safety,
hygiene of internal as
well as external
structure

Performance Criteria
To be competent, the user/individual on the job must:
PC1. clean and monitor the condition of motors controlling water tanks,
pumps and growing trays
PC2. use clean water in the hydroponic system
PC3. soak good quality grain as per standards and prevent oversoaking of
grains
PC4. clean the floor of the hydroponic system on a regular basis
PC5. carry out proper drainage of rain water through ground gutters
PC6. clean the tank on a regular basis
PC7. check for any salt deposits in pipes and prevent any sort of choking
PC8. avoid putting grains across holes of growing trays to avoid water
logging
PC9. carry out misting of water to crops when temperature rises
PC10. use exhaust fans to prevent build up of heat in the system due to
excessive sunlight
PC11. avoid using dirty growing trays
PC12. detect pests and carry out removal as per standard guidelines
PC13. detect diseases in plants , crops at early stages and discard them

Ensure safety of
personnel

To be competent, the user/individual on the job must:
PC14. handle all tools and equipments in the right manner so that injuries are
prevented
PC15. carry out proper drainage of nutrient water and seal any spillage that may
occur and prevent birds and animals from accessing it
PC16. detect shortcircuits and use firefighting equipment where required
PC17. use gloves, dedicated shoes/ slippers and lab coat for hydroponic
machine/system operation
PC18. use first aid kit as and when required
PC19. follow organization’s safety protocol when dealing with accidents and
emergencies

Knowledge and Understanding (K)
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A. Organizational
Context
(Knowledge of
the company /
organization and
its processes)

The individual on the job needs to know and understand:
KA1. organization methods used for pest management
KA2. organization procedures used for maintaining safety and hygiene within a
hydroponics system
KA3. job requirements
KA4. code of business conduct

B. Technical
Knowledge

The individual on the job needs to know and understand:
KB1. important safety, hygiene parameters required for a hydroponics system
KB2. pest management
KB3. general environmental conditions
KB4. usage of first aid kit

Skills (S)
A. Core Skills/
Generic Skills

WritingSkills
The user/individual on the job needs to know and understand how to:
SA1. mention data required for record keeping purpose and maintain sheet on
safety/hygiene checks conducted
SA2. report problems to appropriate personnel in a timely manner through emails
ReadingSkills
The user/individual on the job needs to know and understand how to:
SA3. read instruction manual for safety and hygiene procedures to be followed
Oral Communication (Listeningand Speaking skills)

B. Professional Skills

Theuser/individual onthe job needs to know and understand howto:
SA4. communicate clearlyand effectively with others like farmers, concerned
officer/stakeholders
SA5. comprehend information shared by agronomists/senior people and experts
Decision Making
The user/individual on the job needs to know and understand how to:
SB1. handle issues pertaining to emergencies and other hygiene issues and take
corrective actions to be undertaken
Plan and Organize
The user/individual on the job needs to know and understand how to:
SB2. plan and prioritize the work based on the instructions received
SB3. plan to utilise time and equipments effectively
Customer Centricity
The user/individual on the job needs to know and understand how to:
SB4. understand customer requirements and their priority and respond as per
their needs
Problem Solving
The user/individual on the job needs to know and understand how to:
SB5. ensure proper fault finding and solution generation in consultation with key
stakeholders such as farmers, nursery workers, etc
Analytical Thinking
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The user/individual on the job needs to know and understand how to:
SB6. apply domain information about safety and maintenance processes and
technical knowledge about tools and equipment
Critical Thinking
The user/individual on the job needs to know and understand how to:
SB7. use common sense and make judgments on day to day basis
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NOS Version Control
NOS Code

AGR/N0825

Credits (NSQF)

TBD

Version number

1.0

Industry

Agriculture and Allied
Agriculture Crop
Production
Landscaping, gardening
and urban farming

Drafted on

16/06/16

Last reviewed on

30/11/18

Next review date

30/11/21

Industry Sub-sector
Occupation
Back to Top
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Annexure
Nomenclature for QP and NOS
Qualifications Pack
9 characters

[ABC]/ Q 0101

[Insert 3 letter code for SSC]

QP number (2 numbers)

Q denoting Qualifications Pack

Occupation (2 numbers)

Occupational Standard

An example of NOS with ‘N’

9 characters

[ABC] / N 0101

[Insert 3 letter code for SSC]

OS number (2 numbers)

N denoting National Occupational Standard

Occupation (2 numbers)

The following acronyms/codes have been used in the nomenclature above:
Back to top…
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Sub-sector
Agriculture Crop Production
Dairying
Poultry
Animal Husbandry
Fisheries
Agriculture Allied Activities
Forestry, Environment and Renewable Energy
Management
Agriculture Industries
Generic Occupations

Range of Occupation
numbers
01 – 40
41 – 42
43 – 44
45 – 48
49 – 51
52 – 60
61 - 70
71 – 90
96 - 99

Sequence

Description

Example

Three letters

Industry name

AGR

Slash

/

/

Next letter

Whether QP or NOS

Q or N

Next two numbers

Occupation code

01

Next two numbers

OS number

01

Note:



The range of occupation numbers have been decided based on the number of existing and future
occupations in a segment
Occupation numbers from 91 – 95 have been intentionally left blank to accommodate any
emerging segment in future
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CRITERIA FOR ASSESSMENT OF TRAINEES
Job Role Hydroponics Technician
Qualification Pack AGR/Q0808
Sector Skill Council Agriculture Skill Council of India
Guidelines for Assessment
1. Criteria for assessment for each Qualification Pack will be created by the Sector Skill Council. Each Performance Criteria
(PC) will be assigned marks proportional to its importance in NOS. SSC will also lay down proportion of marks for Theory and
Skills Practical for each PC
2. The assessment for the theory part will be based on knowledge bank of questions created by the SSC
3. Individual assessment agencies will create unique question papers for theory part for each candidate at each
examination/training center (as per assessment criteria below)
4. Individual assessment agencies will create unique evaulations for skill practical for every student at each
examination/training center based on this criteria
5. To pass the Qualification Pack , every trainee should score a minimum of 70% in aggregate.
6. In case of successfully passing only certain number of NOS's, the trainee is eligible to take subsequent assessment on the
balance NOS's to pass the Qualification Pack

Marks Allocation
Assessment outcomes
1. AGR/N0822: Carry
out hydroponic
growth of plants and
related operations

Assessment criteria for outcomes
PC1. identify crops/plants suitbale for
hydroponics:

Total
Marks
100

Out Of

Theory

Skills
Practical

4

1

3

3

1

2

4

1

3



leafy vegetables such as, lettuce,
spinach, fenugreek, coriander

fodder crops such as sorghum, maize,
barley, oat, alfa-alfa, beseem, sesbania

agronomical crop such as rice,
maize, wheat, paddy, sugarcane

agro-forestry crop such as eucalyptus,
Bamboo

medicinal and aromatic crops such as
aloe vera, lemon grass, kaunch, tulsi

sprouts such as green gram, black gram,
beans, radish, turnip, sunflower
PC2.
choose the crop to be grown based on
priority and market situation
PC3.



choose the appropriate hydroponic
technique for growth based on the
following parameters:
space and other resources available
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expected productivity



availability of suitable growing
medium
expected qualityof produce such as
colour, appearance, etc
identify different kinds of substrates to
be used for cultivation of vegetables
and fruits, such as:


PC4.



lava rocks



clay pebbles



coco peat



peat

PC5.

PC6.

choose substrate that does not
contain too much salt or other
elements that are harmful to plants

4

1

3

3

1

2

4

1

3

choose an appropriate nutrient
circulation method such as:



nutrient film technique



deep flow technique ( pipe system)

PC7.

make holes in PVC pipes, in case of
deep flow technique

3

0.5

2.5

attach plants placed in plastic net pots
to holes made in PVC pipes

3

1

2

ensure the nutrient solution flows
adequately through the pipes

3

1

2

apply nutrient film technique
especially in the case of smaller quick
growing plants with green leaves such
as lettuce

3

1

2

3

1

2

maintain a container (reservoir) to
hold the nutrient solution required

3

1

2

pump the nutrient solution to the
tubes of the growing plants

3

1

2

ensure that the roots of the plants get
adequate nutrient solution for growth

3

1

2

4

1

3

PC8.

PC9.

PC10.

PC11. place plants in growing tubes and
suspend them over water
PC12.

PC13.

PC14.

PC15.

use non circulating methods of
nutrient application in cases where
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applicable, such as:


root dipping technique



floating technique



capillary action technique

PC16.

choose appropriate nursery growing
medium for seed germination

3

1

2

4

1

3

4

1

3

3

1

2

sterilize the growing medium before
usage

3

1

2

select nursery containers for growth of
plants such as clay pots, plastic pots

3

1

2

PC22.

use trays wherever required

3

1

2

PC23.

carry out cleaning of the pots and
trays before sowing seeds

3

1

2

3

1

2

3

1

2

3

1

2

PC17.

choose a medium with the following
characteristics:



moderately fertile



sufficient water holding capacity



good aeration capacity



free from pests and disease causing
organisms
use the following materials to raise
seedlings:

PC18.



coco peat



rice husk



sand


PC19.

PC20.

PC21.

PC24.

PC25.

PC26.

peat
avoid using any medium to grow
agronomical crops such as wheat,
paddy, maize, barley,oat for 7 days
for nursery and fodder purpose

carry out adequate application of
nutrient solution to the trays and pots
with seeds
provide artificial supporting structures
and train plants along those structures
provide proper support especially in
the case of tall growing intermediate
crop varieties ( tomatoes, cucumber),
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or crops bearing relatively heavy fruits
( bell pepper, egg plant)
PC27. tie polythene strings at the base of
each plant

3

0.5

2.5

carry out irrigation of plants either
manually or using drip irrigation
system

3

1

2

use fertigation techniques where
suitable

3

1

2

mix fertilizers required for a particular
crop with daily water requirement and
apply manually or by using a
fertigation system/nutrient tank

3

1

2

decide the amount of fertilizer to be
used based on the type of crop to be
grown, growth stage and the type of
hydroponics technique to be used

3

1

2

100

30

70

9

2

7

9

2

7

ensure minimum damage to
crops/plants during harvesting

9

3

6

discard any damaged or disfigured
plants

9

2

7

10

3

7

large
store the seeds, plants/crops in cool
dry locations

9

3

6

PC7.

ensure proper aeration during storage

9

3

6

PC8.

pack produce in small packets for
selling purposes

9

3

6

PC9.

ensure proper labelling of the packets

9

3

6

PC10.

ensure proper aeration during

9

3

6

PC28.

PC29.

PC30.

PC31.

2. AGR/N0823: Carry
out harvesting ,
grading, storage and
marketing activities in
a hydroponics system

PC1.

PC2.

PC3.

PC4.

PC5.


identify the correct maturity age of
the plants and crops for harvesting
maintain reports on harvesting
schedule and period of crops/plants
to adhere to prescribed guidelines

carry out grading and classify into
categories:



small



medium


PC6.

100
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transportation of plants
PC11.

3. AGR/N0824:
Manage requirements
of a hydroponics
system

PC1.

PC2.

PC3.

PC4.

PC5.

PC6.

PC7.

PC8.

PC9.

PC10.

4. AGR/N9908:
Undertake basic
entrepreneurial
activities for
small enterprise

PC1.

PC2.

coordinate effectively with the
transportation vendor

9

3

6

100

30

70

10

3

7

maintain adequate nutrient solution
temperature, and counter any
increase in temperature

10

3

7

ensure that there is ample oxygen
dissolved in the nutrient solution

10

3

7

maintain adequate air space between
between nutrient solution and roots
of plants

10

3

7

10

3

7

10

3

7

clean the system regularly using
solution of chlorine, and flush the
system with clean water before
replanting

10

3

7

ensure proper support is available to
plants and crops during growth

10

3

7

keep the environment of hydroponic
plants clean

10

3

7

10

3

7

100

30

70

10

3

7

10

3

7

maintain the PH of the nutrient
solution in the prescribed range ( 5.8
to 6.5)

100

ensure adequate light, is available for
the plants being grown in the system
use pest and disease free seedlings,
planting materials for establishment
of hydroponic crops

carry out artificial pollination by
means of blowers and mechanical
vibrators so as to improve air quality
within the protected structures

seek information regarding demand
and supply of produce in the market
identify target customers and assess
their needs such as amount required,
purpose, quality, expectations, etc.

100
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PC3.

PC4.

PC5.

PC6.

PC7.

PC8.

PC9.

PC 10.

5. AGR/N0825: Ensure
safety and hygiene in
the hydroponics
system

PC1.

PC2.

PC3.

PC4.

PC5.

PC6.

perform basic accounting such
calculating expenditure incurred,
costing and pricing of produce

10

3

7

10

3

7

10

3

7

comply with relevant regulations in
marketing of the produce

10

3

7

track information related to wholesale
and retail price of the produce

10

3

7

record daily sell and purchase of
items in designated log books,
register, etc.

10

3

7

record quantity, quality, date of
manufacture and batch number of
every produce accurately

10

3

7

10

3

7

100

30

70

5

1

4

5

2

3

soak good quality grain as per
standards and prevent oversoaking of
grains

6

1

5

clean the floor of the hydroponic
system on a regular basis

5

1

4

carry out proper drainage of rain
water through ground gutters

6

1

5

clean the tank on a regular basis

5

2

3

ensure that the cost of production,
transportation and marketing are
included in costing and pricing
collect information related to various
subsidies/funds offered by the
government, authorized state units
and other financial institutions
involved with the promotion of the
produce

identify appropriate marketing
channels related to the produce
considering requirements and
constraints

clean and monitor the condition of
motors controlling water tanks,
pumps and growing trays
use clean water in the hydroponic
system

100
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PC7.

check for any salt deposits in pipes
and prevent any sort of choking

5

2

3

avoid putting grains across holes of
growing trays to avoid water logging

5

2

3

carry out misting of water to crops
when temperature rises

6

1

5

use exhaust fans to prevent build up of
heat in the system due to excessive
sunlight

6

1

5

PC11.

avoid using dirty growing trays

5

1

4

PC12.

detect pests and carry out removal as
per standard guidelines

5

2

3

detect diseases in plants , crops at
early stages and discard them

5

2

3

5

2

3

carry out proper drainage of nutrient
water and seal any spillage that may
occur and prevent birds and animals
from accessing it

6

1

5

detect shortcircuits and use
firefighting equipment where required

5

2

3

use gloves, dedicated shoes/ slippers
and lab coat for hydroponic
machine/system operation

5

2

3

PC18.

use first aid kit as and when required

5

2

3

PC19.

follow organization’s safety protocol
when dealing with accidents and
emergencies

5

2

3

100

30

70

500

150

350

PC8.

PC9.

PC10.

PC13.
PC14.

PC15.

PC16.

PC17.

handle all tools and equipments in the
right manner so that injuries are
prevented

GRAND TOTAL

500
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